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Overview

Software Stack and Infrastructure

ALPINE is a cross-institution effort to leverage successful
Data Analysis and Visualization software to deliver in
situ visualization, infrastructure, data analysis and
infrastructure directly to ECP Applications. The project
focuses on these main development areas:
• Deliver visualization and analysis algorithms that will
be critical for ECP Applications as the dominant
analysis paradigm shifts from post hoc to in situ.
• Deliver an exascale-capable infrastructure for the
development of in situ algorithms and deployment
into existing applications, libraries, and tools.
• Integrate our algorithms and infrastructure with ECP
Application software and workflows.
• Integrate ECP Software Technologies into our
infrastructure to meet needs of ECP Applications.

Example Integrations & Workflows
Examples of the SW4 integration into
ALPINE’s Ascent infrastructure.
Below: a prototype VTK-m renderer to
visualize the SW4 simulation and
Right: the displacement magnitude in
a shock wave.
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https://github.com/Alpine-DAV

Algorithms: helping ECP scientists make the most of extreme datasets
Our data-driven sampling method enables
probabilistic identification of interesting regions in the
data automatically, prioritizing important region.
Right: asteroid impact data downsampling reproduces
the water distribution. Note the excellent scaling.
Left: Task-based hierarchical feature extraction algorithm based on segmented
merger tree. The algorithm is implemented using a multi-runtime abstraction
layer, BabelFlow, which can be used to execute arbitrary analysis and
visualization dataflows using different task-based runtime systems.

Example of the WarpX integration
into ALPINE’s Ascent infrastructure.
Left: a visualization of the
electromagnetic field magnitude.

Experimental Data

Simulation Validation

Examples of Rover and Ascent integration
to support in situ volume rendering and
simulated radiography for the MARBL
simulation code. Above: comparison of
simulation and experimental data. Right:
different views of the simulated data.
Native support for higher order meshes is
in beta development.

Ascent includes support of both CPU
and GPU architectures. Right:
visualizing turbulent fluid mixing
using 16,384 GPUs on LLNL's Sierra.

Lagrangian analysis of Nyx
vector fields allows more
efficient and complete
analysis and tracking of flow.
Lagrangian trajectories (red)
follow ground truth (black)
pathlines more closely than
an Eulerian approach (blue).

Post-hoc workflow in
Ascent for Lagrangian
analysis of Nyx
simulation. Note the
significant reduction in
L2 norm errors across
all options for the
number of cycles saved.

In situ statistical feature detection
and characterization detects user
specified features in particle data sets
using statistical data modeling and
probabilistic similarity measures

Reflected Shockwave

Simulated Data

Applications

The figures show the process to identify “voids” or bubble in MFIX-Exa particle data. L to R: (1) Void selection: box shows region of interest with low particle density. (2) Voids as
seen in density field. (3) Voids in particle field. (4) Feature similarity field – how similar to region of interest. (5) Voids are isolated by thresholding for analysis and characterization.

Rotation invariant pattern
detection is used to
identify bubble edges
(right), reducing data by
saving only areas of
interest (below).

Topological analysis is used to identify most
relevant contours and create isosurface
visualizations in situ; saving only resulting
images for post hoc analysis. Images are
saved to a Cinema DB in a format that
supports arbitrary combination of contours
during post hoc visualization. Right: Most
relevant contours in WarpX simulation
selected using two importance measures:
persistence, volume.

ALPINE LCF Teams: delivering on Exascale platforms
Visualization of an idealized Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) simulation of
Rayleigh-Taylor instability with two fluids mixing in a spherical geometry.

ALPINE teams at Oak Ridge and Argonne are providing support for
ALPINE infrastructure and algorithms on ECP architectures to meet
the data and visualization needs of ECP applications.
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